MDKEO – Lesson 1: Follow Along Activity

A) Name of the biologist visiting today who works for Hawai‘i Wildlife Fund: ________________.

B) A person who studies LIVING things is a ________________.

C) Why do you love the ocean?

________________________________________________________________________________________.

D) Which ahupua‘a is your school located in? ________________.

E) What does marine mean? ________________.

F) What is the number 1 type of rubbish found on our beaches? ________________.

G) What are two ways marine debris negatively affects marine wildlife?

________________________ and ________________________.

H) Marine debris can transport hitch-hikers which can sometimes be

________________________ species.

I) Is a fish egg the same thing as a nurdle? Yes or No? __________.

J) Plastic can be broken down by living organisms (BIO-degraded). True or False?

____________.

K) What is another word for “sunlight”? ________________.

L) What did you learn today?

________________________________________________________________________________________.